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The value that carer peer workers may offer family members with lived experience of BPD has not been investigated thoroughly to date. This study aims to investigate the unique contributions of carer peer workers in supporting family members who care for consumers with BPD. Mixed method questionnaires were completed by family members, consumers, carer peer workers, and clinicians (N = 24) at five mental health services. Qualitative responses were analysed using thematic analysis. Family members felt understood due to the personable, reciprocal approach of carer peer workers, which differentiated carer peer workers from clinicians. Carer peer workers benefitted from their role by finding purpose and found hearing about similar experiences of family members challenging. Through interactions with carer peer workers, clinicians gained insight to the carer role. This study provided evidence that carer peer workers may play a unique role in supporting family members with lived experience of BPD.

1. Introduction

Peer support occurs when a person with lived experience of mental health problems supports another person with similar problems [1, 2]. Peer support can be provided by consumer peer workers with lived experience of mental health difficulties and carer peer workers with lived experience of supporting a consumer with mental health difficulties [3]. Carer peer workers predominately provide support to family members supporting consumers with mental health problems, but they can also support consumers. Principles have been developed that propose that peer support is based upon mutuality, including mutual respect and equal value in relationship, reciprocity, including openness to give and receive support, and shared lived experiences, including respecting diversity of lived experience voices. Other principles are experiential knowledge or placing value on lived experience and peer workers having choice over the support provided [2, 4]. Consumer and carer peer workers can hold voluntary or paid positions and may work alongside clinicians [1, 5]. The support provided by peer workers varies and may include advocacy, education, or emotional support [6, 7]. Peer support may help improve outcomes for people with lived experience of borderline personality disorder (BPD) due to the experiential knowledge and reciprocal approach provided by peer workers [8, 9]. Carer peer workers may play a particularly valuable role in supporting family members [10]. Previous research on peer support predominately focuses on consumer peer workers and their role in supporting consumers with severe mental illness [11, 12]. The purpose of the current study is to investigate the carer peer worker role in supporting family members who care for consumers with BPD.

BPD is a complex mental health problem affecting approximately 2% of the population [13] marked by challenges with identity, relationships, affect, and impulsivity that can respond well to psychotherapies [14]. The prevalence of BPD is higher in outpatient service settings, highlighting the importance of providing effective treatment to this population [15]. High stress and poor wellbeing are often found in family members supporting consumers with BPD [16].
Family members supporting a consumer with BPD may not receive support from clinicians [17, 18]. Studies recommend that family members are acknowledged by clinicians and involved in consumer treatment to increase empowerment and reduce isolation in family members [8, 18, 19]. Including family members in consumer treatment is also beneficial for consumers as family members may improve their responses to consumers and practitioners may be better informed about a consumer’s condition [20, 21]. Several studies have investigated support provided by carer peer workers. Family members who received support from a carer peer worker reported feeling reassured and receiving education about mental health [7]. Group programs facilitated by clinicians or carer peer workers have been developed for family members supporting consumers with BPD [22–24]. Such programs provide psychological education about BPD, skills to help family members interact with their relative, and support from other group members. Group programs have been demonstrated to improve carer stress, depression, and relationships with consumers [22, 24, 25]. In a randomised control trial, relationship quality, family empowerment, and emotional overinvolvement significantly improved in family members receiving a group program, compared to a waitlist condition [23]. It is unclear from studies conducted to date which variables are accounting for these effects, such as the specific skills taught or having a clinician or peer worker facilitator.

Peer support may also help the providers themselves. Consumer peer workers report benefits to their personal recovery as using their previous challenges to help others can be validating [26, 27]. However, consumer peer workers face some further challenges in this role, such as being stigmatised by clinicians [28, 29], despite their presence helping to change services to be more recovery-oriented [30, 31]. To the authors’ knowledge, research has not yet investigated the benefits and challenges of the carer peer worker role or how carer peer workers may influence clinician practices. It remains unclear how support provided by carer peer workers is different from support provided by clinicians and how the lived experience of carer peer workers can be used to help family members supporting consumers with BPD. We aimed to study the experience and perspectives of family members and consumers with lived experience of BPD, carer peer workers, and clinicians on the carer peer worker role.

We were interested to discover the benefits, pitfalls, and unique contribution of this role for consumers, family members, clinicians, and peer workers. The research aimed to fill gaps in prior research by investigating how support provided by carer peer workers is different from support provided by clinicians, benefits or difficulties carer peer workers experience, and how clinician practices may alter following interactions with carer peer workers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Setting and Participants. In order to compare and contrast experiences of carer peer support, we chose five mental health services in Australia where a carer peer worker was currently engaged. Two of the services were hospital outpatient carer peer support services which provided educational group programs and one-to-one support. Two of the services were carer-led independent peer-run services for family members which offered educational group programs and individual mentorship. Another service was a carer-led independent peer-run service providing group dialectical behaviour therapy skills to consumers with BPD and a support group for family members. The services were open to family members or consumers with a range of BPD experiences and provided contact on a weekly, monthly, or as-needed basis. The independent peer-run services operated from private premises. Overall, peer-run services for family members supporting someone with BPD are relatively new to the mental health service landscape. Carer peer workers received different training including education on dialectical behaviour therapy skills or a certificate in mental health peer work. Using purposive sampling, e-mail invitations were sent to all carer peer workers at the five services. Consumer and family member BPD networks and advocacy groups were approached to identify carer peer workers, and carer peer worker participants were asked to suggest other potential participants. Upon consenting to the study, the carer peer workers were asked to present an invitation flyer to family members or consumers they supported with lived experience of BPD. Carer peer workers at outpatient mental health services were also asked to present a flyer to clinicians with whom they worked. Consumers, family members, and clinicians who were interested in participating contacted the research team through e-mail. The final sample comprised the five carer peer workers, and commenting on their services were 14 family members, two consumers, and three clinicians (N = 24). The carer peer worker participants (n = 5) were female, averaged 51.2 years in age (SD = 11.2), and had worked as a peer worker for an average of 4.2 years (SD = 4.1). The family member participants (n = 14) were female, with a mean age of 57 (SD = 7.9). Family members identified as a parent (n = 10), spouse/partner (n = 2), sibling (n = 1), or child (n = 1) in relation to the person with BPD they support. The consumer participants (n = 2) were female with an average age of 32 (SD = 9.9). As part of the online questionnaire, consumers confirmed caseness for BPD and family members confirmed BPD in their relative via their responses to the McLean Screening Instrument for Borderline Personality Disorder (MSI-BPD) [16, 32], where scores of 7 or above indicate likelihood of meeting BPD criteria. The mean score on the MSI-BPD was 8.1 (SD = 1.7). All clinician participants (n = 3) were psychologists with an average of 4.3 years of experience working with consumers with BPD, two were female, and they had a mean age of 32.7 (SD = 5.5).

2.2. Procedure. Ethical approval was received from the University of Wollongong Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee (2019/350). Participants received a participant information sheet and provided written informed consent. We chose a comparative case study design using qualitative methods as recommended for studies of this type [11, 33]. Monetary compensation was provided to all lived
experience participants, as seen in similar studies [26]. Online questionnaires were completed by all participants in their own time using SurveyMonkey. Questionnaires were used to increase participant comfortability and for logistical reasons [34, 35]. Consumers and family members completed quantitative questions regarding the peer support they received (e.g., “How often did you meet with the peer?”) with categories provided to choose from (e.g., “Multiple times a week, Once a week, Once a fortnight, Once a month, Other”). Another quantitative question for consumers and family members listed possible types of support they received from their peer worker (e.g., “Shared experiences of social and emotional distress”) and required a yes/no response. Qualitative questions regarding experiences of peer support were developed by the authors and informed by previous research [36, 37]. All participants responded to seven or eight qualitative questions, which differed slightly based on the participant type. Questions explored what was helpful or unhelpful about carer peer support (e.g., “What have you found helpful about the peer support services you have received from your peer worker?”), how carer peer support was similar or different from the support received by clinicians (e.g., “In what ways was your peer worker’s role different to the role of other health professionals?”), how providing peer support influenced carer peer workers (e.g., “What challenges have you experienced when providing peer support to consumers with BPD or carers supporting someone with BPD?”), and how peer support influenced clinicians (e.g., “How does the peer worker at your service influence the way you practise as a mental health professional?”). Qualitative questions were open ended and responded to with free text responses. Summing all questions together per participant, qualitative response length ranged from 21 to 450 words with a median of 147 words.

2.3. Data Analysis. A qualitative approach was used to explore and describe the carer peer worker role in BPD services [38]. This approach was taken due to the novelty of the topic area and the complexity of the peer support relationship that cannot be fully understood using quantitative methods [33, 39]. Qualitative questionnaires were analysed using a constructivist orientation to investigate participants’ perspectives and subjective meanings of the carer peer worker role [40–42]. A constructivist approach focuses on language in understanding meaning, and during thematic analysis, a constructivist approach is used to understand the meaning within participant responses [40]. The questions and online format used to ask the questions may have shaped the participant responses and the qualitative analysis. For example, because authors could not seek elaboration on the responses, they used their preexisting knowledge of peer support and clinical experience to interpret responses. All participant responses were collected prior to qualitative analysis. Reflexive thematic analysis occurred following several steps [43]. Personally identifying information was removed from participant responses. Immersion in the data occurred by repeatedly reading participant responses. Using NVivo 12, the first author coded statements into nodes and generated candidate themes from an in-depth analysis of the data [44]. Next, themes were reviewed and altered as necessary to best reflect the data and to ensure themes did not overlap. Discussions occurred within the research team that ensured that the codes and themes depicted participant responses. The research team included two clinicians and one researcher without a clinical background, all with experience in the field of personality disorders. Data were triangulated within and between cases to gain a comprehensive understanding of responses from individual cases [45]. A “case” referred to a service and included all participant responses within the service. Triangulation occurred by analysing cases individually and all together to investigate whether the cases had a different experience or perspective of the carer peer worker role.

3. Results

The characteristics of the peer support provided by carer peer workers are outlined in Table 1. The most frequent types of peer support provided by carer peer workers included sharing personal use of skills and coping strategies and providing information about resources. Forty-four percent of consumers and family members had between 1 and 3 meetings with a carer peer worker. The majority of consumers and family members met with their carer peer worker once a week or once a month, and how time was spent (i.e., what consumers and family members did with their carer peer worker) was most often collaboratively chosen between the carer peer worker and the family member or consumer.

3.1. Qualitative Findings. The qualitative findings are presented in two categories, including perspectives shared by all participant groups and perspectives of clinicians and carer peer workers. The findings will be presented in this way because there were some responses that were unique to clinicians and carer peer workers, such as how clinicians were influenced by carer peer workers.

3.1.1. Perspectives Shared by Consumers, Family Members, Carer Peer Workers, and Clinicians. Four themes were recognised by all participant groups as described below.

(1) Family Members Felt Their Role and Experiences of Borderline Personality Disorder Were Understood due to the Lived Experience of Carer Peer Workers. Through the lived experience of carer peer workers, family members experienced feeling understood in their unique role as a carer and in their experiences of caring for someone with BPD. Due to similar experiences, family members felt that carer peer workers had greater insight and understanding of their difficulties compared with clinicians.

“Others can be empathic and know all the theory, but until they have found their loved one unconscious from an overdose or mopped up the blood from self-harming . . . they can’t understand what it is like” (Carer Peer Worker 2).
One carer expressed how her relationship with the carer peer worker was different from relationships with clinicians because the carer peer worker was “more understanding and did not run down the person with BPD” (Carer 4). In addition, family members described how interacting with the carer peer worker helped them feel less alone. “Listening to my concerns when there is no one else who actually ‘gets’ BPD. It is very lonely for family members supporting a loved one as you feel you can’t burden others with your ‘woes’” (Carer 14). Another family member expressed how the carer peer worker’s lived experience allowed her to be more open. “You feel you can be more honest and won’t be judged, especially about some of the negative emotions you can feel as a carer” (Carer 1). Many family members commented that they could not identify any unhelpful aspects of carer peer support.

(2) The Carer Peer Worker’s Lived Experience Allows a Warm, Reciprocal Approach. Family members, consumers, and carer peer workers described how a carer peer worker’s lived experience provides a different, more equal approach compared with clinicians. “More of an equal approach rather than a worker/client situation… The information and services provided were the same but the approach made all the difference” (Consumer 2). While some participants acknowledged how both carer peer workers and clinicians provide support and empathy, the approach of carer peer workers was described as more warm and nurturing, including use of everyday language. “The relationship with health professional(s) is very sterile and professional, with my [carer] peer worker it is much more informal, with a nurturing caring touch” (Carer 7). Other family members did not think the relationship with a clinician was similar to a relationship with a carer peer worker, including one family member reporting that her relationship with her carer peer worker was differentiated from her relationship with clinicians due to the support and trust she experienced.

Consumers and family members described how they felt that carer peer workers were genuinely interested in them, compared with a more clinical, power imbalanced relationship held with clinicians. “I ran out of funding and I realised [my carer peer worker] cared about me as a person rather than the money she got off me” (Consumer 1). Family members reported that carer peer workers were able to spend more time with them compared with clinicians, allowing them to talk openly, ask questions, be listened to, and feel valued. “[The carer peer worker] had more time to sit with me and be available” (Carer 8). One carer described valuing how her carer peer worker initiated contact with her. “I appreciated that [the carer peer worker] contacted me first. Out of the blue came a phone call reaching out to me… Here was someone ringing to say can I help you” (Carer 11). Participants expressed how the carer peer worker’s lived experience also provided inspiration and “hope that the situation can improve” (Carer 2). Relaxed boundaries used by a carer peer worker were unhelpful at times, such as peer workers sharing their own personal distress with those they support. One consumer reported that a “peer worker’s own personal distress can be very unsettling” (Consumer 2). Another carer was concerned about the impact that sharing personal distress can be very unsettling (Consumer 2).

(3) Listening to the Personal Strategies and Resources Used by Carer Peer Workers Is Helpful to Family Members and Consumers. Many participants described how carer peer workers provided practical help and education about BPD, including skills, strategies, and resources to help them communicate with and support consumers with BPD. “Lots of resources to educate me on how to communicate and...
implement boundaries to understand BPD” (Carer 9). Some participants identified how carer peer workers and clinicians both provide valuable information and resources. However, the greater knowledge and lived experience of utilising the resources and services often differentiated the support from carer peer workers from the support provided by clinicians. “My peer support worker was also more aware of resources than my general practitioner or counsellor and this was invaluable” (Carer 8). One carer described how the carer peer worker had a greater understanding of how family members could be included in treatments for BPD, compared with clinicians. “[Carer peer workers have] more understanding of the treatments and skills that work. For example, that family members of the person experiencing BPD need to be included in therapy and also be consulted and informed so that they can best assist the person experiencing BPD” (Carer 3). Carer peer workers were also described as supporting family members with “practical help with navigating the hospital system” (Carer 9). Skills and strategies provided by carer peer workers were differentiated from skills provided by clinicians because carer peer workers share how skills and strategies have been used in personal situations. “I recall the feeling of validation when hearing the peer worker discuss how she approaches and manages stressful situations” (Consumer 2).

(4) Family Members and Consumers Desired an Increased Availability, Accessibility, and Organisation of Carer Peer Support. Many family members desired greater availability and accessibility of peer support services, including during crisis situations. “More accessible in the community, that it didn’t take for an emergency to happen before family members can access them” (Carer 10). Increased funding for carer peer support was recommended to increase accessibility. “More funding to peer support services so that they can implement more programs to support family members and subsequently persons experiencing BPD” (Carer 3). Several family members desired more frequent interactions with their carer peer worker, particularly when carer peer workers worked part-time. “Monthly meetings … are not enough. Weekly would be better” (Carer 6). Participants also described the importance of clinicians connecting family members to carer peer workers. “Clinicians need to be aware that the family members need support just as much as their loved ones, and they need to be able to tell them where it is available” (Carer Peer Worker 2). Consumers and family members also commented that some carer peer workers require consideration of group processes, including improving time management in group meetings by “ensuring all participants have the opportunity to speak” (Carer 1).

3.1.2. Carer Peer Worker and Clinician Perspectives. This section describes the six themes from the views of carer peer workers and clinicians.

(1) Carer Peer Workers Feel Supported by Clinicians When Their Role Is Recognised, Valued, and Incorporated. Carer peer workers described how they felt supported when their role was embedded into mental health services. “Peer support is integral to service delivery and leads to better outcomes for consumers and family members and is not a threat or contraindication to clinical work” (Carer Peer Worker 3). Clinicians viewing carer peer workers as equals with valuable skills was important for carer peer workers. “Support in a clinical setting to me has looked like equality, recognition of skills and co-contribution” (Carer Peer Worker 4). Carer peer workers employed within outpatient services described challenges when their role is excluded from specific mental health services or when peer support is added to services as an afterthought. “Carer peer workers (are) still an afterthought in a lot of service delivery planning or kept on the outer of clinical work” (Carer Peer Worker 3). Exclusion from mental health teams and having their skills unrecognised were also difficult for carer peer workers. Experiences of being undervalued and misunderstood by clinicians left carer peer workers feeling unsupported, such as clinicians not understanding that providing peer support can be difficult. “If you look like you are doing well that it’s easy for [professionals] to forget that the work can be tough” (Carer Peer Worker 5).

(2) Supporting Others Provides Positive Emotions and Purpose and Helps Carer Peer Workers in Their Caring Role. Providing peer support to others was described as a way for carer peer workers to find purpose and meaning in their difficult experiences. “I feel useful and what I have been through can be used to help others, so maybe there was a reason I experienced all that trauma” (Carer Peer Worker 2). Positive emotions and personal growth as a result of sharing their experiences and supporting others were also reported by carer peer workers. “Disclosing my carer lived experience as (a) direct part of my working role. . .this in itself has been the biggest influence, learning and growth in my own personal recovery” (Carer Peer Worker 4). One carer peer worker described how her experience as a carer peer worker has positively influenced her caring role and her relationship with the consumer she supports. “[I have] a different perspective of how to best support the consumer” (Carer Peer Worker 3). Another carer peer worker described how her experience as a carer peer worker has helped her interact with clinicians who support her daughter. “[Being a carer peer worker] also makes me realise that staying up to date with the latest research can give me more influence with my daughter’s mental health professionals” (Carer Peer Worker 2).

(3) Carer Peer Workers May Have Difficulty Maintaining Their Own Wellness and Supporting Others with Similar Experiences. Carer peer workers described how it can be difficult to maintain their wellbeing when supporting others. Carer peer workers described difficulties hearing the experiences of other family members, including challenges accessing mental health services and traumatic incidents. “Hearing lots of very graphic stories many times over can bring me down and cause me sleepless nights, I worry about my daughter doing what they are experiencing” (Carer Peer Worker 2). Accepting people where they are at, particularly
when they are “still stuck after a long period of time” (Carer Peer Worker 5), was also difficult for carer peer workers. One carer peer worker described being self-critical and experienced feelings of inadequacy compared to clinicians. “A big challenge for me was seeing myself as ‘equal’ to professionals” (Carer Peer Worker 1).

(4) Increased Systemic Support, Training, and Opportunities Were Recommended to Support Carer Peer Workers. Greater systemic support for carer peer workers was requested, including having more resources that they can connect family members to and increased funding for supervision. “There really needs to be greater funding and support for peer workers, they are a smaller workforce who often don’t have access to supervision” (Clinician 1). One carer peer worker reported how carer peer workers require more consistent training. “I would like to see uniform training and processes for peers in my organisation” (Carer Peer Worker 5). Another recommended increased opportunities for carer peer workers to study and work. “There should be more of [peer support]. More opportunities are needed for people in recovery to work and study in peer work” (Carer Peer Worker 1).

(5) Carer Peer Workers Help Clinicians and Organisations Understand BPD and the Carer Role and Hold Hope for Recovery. Clinicians described how working alongside carer peer workers helped increase their hope for the consumers they support, changing their practice to be more recovery-oriented. “They assist me to hold hope for the consumers we work with” (Clinician 1). Interacting with carer peer workers also helped clinicians understand “the role family members play and impact on them” (Clinician 2). Receiving advice and having their views of BPD challenged by carer peer workers was appreciated by clinicians. “Good at calling the team out on transference issues and advocating for the consumers to hold us all accountable in our treatment plans” (Clinician 1). One carer peer worker noticed a shift within her organisation “in acknowledging that peer work is now being invested in, that it holds value, and will be highly regarded into the future” (Carer Peer Worker 4).

(6) Challenges Arise When Clinicians and Carer Peer Workers Have Differences in Opinion. Clinicians reported that challenges can arise when clinicians and carer peer workers have different perspectives regarding treatment. “Working from different viewpoints can cause differences of opinion in treatment” (Clinician 2). Furthermore, differences in language use were described as challenging and sometimes resulting in tension between and within mental health teams. “Clinical language at times is different from peer workforce language and this can be a source of contention” (Clinician 1). However, one clinician reported no challenges regarding their work alongside carer peer workers.

4. Discussion

This study illustrated the role, value, and some potential pitfalls of carer peer work and its impact on family members, consumers, and clinicians. Findings showed that the lived experience of carer peer workers allows family members to feel understood in their unique experiences of caring for a consumer with BPD. In addition, carer peer workers were differentiated from clinicians due to their sharing of personal experiences, strategies, and resources. Benefits and challenges of being a carer peer worker were described, including finding meaning in difficult experiences. Following interactions with carer peer workers, clinicians described changing their practice to be more sensitive towards consumers and family members with lived experience of BPD.

Figure 1 outlines the differences and similarities between the carer peer worker and clinician role. While both roles provide emotional support, carer peer workers provide support from a place of shared understanding, and clinicians provide support using theory and empathy. Carer peer workers can provide shared understanding because they have had similar experiences to family members, such as supporting a consumer through a crisis. It is important to note that all clinicians participating in this study were psychologists.

In the current study, family members described being more honest about their experiences and emotions due to the shared experiences of carer peer workers, which is consistent with previous research on consumer peer workers [46]. This may be particularly important for family members with lived experience of BPD due to stigma towards BPD [47]. When interacting with other people, family members may think that they need to hide their experiences due to potential negative reactions [10]. Carer peer workers may be able to understand and normalise family members’ experiences which may reduce internal and external stigma [48]. Indeed, family members have experienced a nonjudgmental approach from carer peer workers, compared with others who may question their responses to consumers [8]. Compared with clinicians, all participant groups described how carer peer workers have more reciprocal interaction with family members and are perceived by family members as having more time for them, in line with previous findings [10, 49]. While several participants described clinicians as empathic and supportive, some family members did not experience clinicians as supportive. Family members can experience clinicians as not being sensitive to their needs [18, 50]. It may be important for clinicians and carer peer workers to work together to support family members, such as sharing ideas of how best to interact with family members and clinicians referring family members to carer peer workers [51]. Challenges of carer peer work were also identified, including family members’ concerns that sharing their experiences may emotionally impact carer peer workers. To ease these concerns, it may be helpful for carer peer workers to inform family members and consumers that they receive support and supervision.

Findings also contribute to gaps in previous research by differentiating the support provided by carer peer workers compared with clinicians. While both carer peer workers and clinicians provide skills and resources, a unique contribution was provided through a carer peer worker’s personal use and greater awareness of skills and resources [30]. In this way, carer peer workers may have a unique role in
Connecting family members and consumers to specific mental health resources and services [7]. Importantly, by utilising their own lived experiences, carer peer workers can also help family members understand effective ways to support consumers with BPD [8]. The unique contributions of carer peer workers may also be important for family members supporting consumers with other mental health difficulties, such as psychosis [52, 53].

Participants described a need for increased availability and accessibility of support provided by carer peer workers, including more frequent contact and more public awareness of peer support services. Early connection between family members and carer peer workers may help family members navigate mental health crises and the mental health system and could be an important contribution to early intervention for BPD [7, 54]. In addition, greater funding and sustainable employment for carer peer worker roles may help facilitate increased meetings between family members and carer peer workers [55].

Carer peer worker roles are outlined in Table 2. Emotional support and clinical understanding of personality disorders are shared by carer peer workers and clinicians, respectively. Emotional support may be provided by carer peer workers when a family member is in need of support in the workplace [29]. Clinicians identified how they may have different language use and treatment preferences compared with carer peer workers, possibly contributing to carer peer workers feeling misunderstood or undervalued. Therefore, it may be important for organisations to provide ways for clinicians and carer peer workers to work in a complementary way where both clinical and lived experience perspectives are valued and considered. For example, organisations could facilitate open conversations between clinicians and carer peer workers regarding their perspectives of language and treatment to help them come to a mutual understanding of one another. Additionally, findings revealed how carer peer workers may influence clinicians to be more aware of recovery in BPD and the role of family members, in line with previous research [10, 57].

Recommendations for the carer peer worker role in BPD services are outlined in Table 2. Emotional support and education may be provided to family members by carer peer workers in one-on-one or group settings and in various contexts, such as outpatient or acute settings. It may be important for this support to be provided early. For example, a carer peer worker might listen to and provide information to a family member in the emergency department when the consumer they support presents for the first time. Carer peer workers and clinicians communicating with one another may further support family members, such as clinicians being more aware of nonclinical and peer support services to refer family members to. Qualitative research studies such as the current study do not aim for generalisability, and further research is required to support the recommendations outlined.

5. Limitations

There are several limitations with this study. All family member, consumer, and carer peer worker participants were female, potentially highlighting a need for gender diversity in the carer peer workforce. Furthermore, the purposive sampling technique used to recruit carer peer workers may have led to biased results [58]. For instance, only carer peer workers that were known to the authors via the consumer and carer networks were approached, and carer peer workers in other sites may have had alternative perspectives. Additionally, only three clinicians participated and they were all psychologists, making it unclear whether their perspectives were representative of other clinicians [59]. The small number of consumer participants and carer peer workers is another limitation, hindering thorough understanding of their perspectives. The low participant numbers may be explained by the study taking place during the COVID-19 pandemic or the fact that the carer peer workforce is relatively new. Both reasons may have contributed to difficulties finding carer peer workers and clinicians who can comment on their work. In addition, it might be rare that consumers receive support from carer peer workers as consumers may prefer to work with a consumer peer worker. While the research collected perspectives of diverse voices, the heterogeneity of the participant types and service settings may have limited the qualitative analysis [60]. Researchers were also unable to seek elaboration on participant responses. A few participants from each case were contacted for member checking of the analysis; however, no feedback was received from the participants [61]. Future research is required to evaluate services provided by carer peer workers to family members supporting consumers with BPD and to evaluate how clinicians and carer peer workers can best work together to support family members.
Table 2: Recommendations for establishing and progressing carer peer worker roles within mental health services for consumers with BPD.

(1) Carer peer workers may have a role in providing emotional support, education and skills related to BPD, and information about services and resources for BPD.

(2) Open communication between carer peer workers and clinicians may help increase understanding of lived experience and clinical roles and may help family members access the support they need through referrals.

(3) Greater systemic support of carer peer workers is required, including funding for greater availability and accessibility of peer support services and increased training and supervision for carer peer workers.

(4) Early connection between family members and carer peer workers may be an important way to support family members and consumers.

6. Conclusion

This study examined the role of carer peer workers in services for BPD from the perspectives of consumers, family members, carer peer workers, and clinicians. Findings identified how carer peer workers enable family members to feel understood in their unique experiences of BPD. A carer peer worker’s reciprocal approach and sharing of personal strategies and resources differentiated them from clinicians. Carer peer workers experienced benefits and challenges regarding their role, and clinicians described how their practices became more recovery-oriented through interactions with carer peer workers. Findings from this study contribute to gaps in previous research by focusing specifically on the carer peer worker role in BPD services and adding knowledge regarding benefits and challenges of the carer peer worker role and how clinician practices are altered by interacting with carer peer workers. This study highlights a need for greater systemic support of carer peer workers, including more training and supervision opportunities for carer peer workers. Future research may investigate how combining clinical intervention and carer peer support for family members with lived experience of BPD can enhance family member wellbeing.

Data Availability

Data from the current study will not be made available, as participants did not consent for their transcripts to be publicly released. Extracts of participant responses have been made available within the article.

Additional Points

What’s Known About This Topic. (i) Carer peer workers can provide emotional and informational support to family members supporting consumers with mental health problems. (ii) Group programs facilitated by carer peer workers may improve stress and relationships for family members supporting consumers with borderline personality disorder (BPD). What the Paper Adds to Existing Knowledge. (i) By interacting with carer peer workers, family members felt understood in their unique experiences of caring for a consumer with BPD. (ii) Clinicians who worked alongside carer peer workers altered their practice to be more sensitive towards consumers with BPD and their family members.
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